SHIKA MOTO

In Villa Liza

using BotRf...

Results

Free space path loss: 92.19 dB
No obstructions to LOS path due to terrain were detected.
Villa Liza: Clear line of site

“When it comes to LOS with a BotRf report:

No is no and yes is MAYBE"

Prof. Ermanno Pietrosemoli
HOW CAN YOU FIND OUT MORE?

• check out www.shikamoto.co.za

• make contact with us when you’re in Johannesburg and we can organise a site visit

• Let us know if you have a community that would be interested in Shika Moto
• join 2017cnina.slack.com

• community of like-minded community networkers

• for: everyone here, people who need tech (and moral) support :)

• focus: group tech discussion, forming and discussing ideas and needs

• Those who’ve broken ground in an area can help those starting something new

• (NB: no pics of cats or nephews birthday allowed…)

• also: not owned by us, we’ll assign admins to run with this
THANK YOU!

Thandi Smith: thandis@mma.org.za   @thandismith
Billy Einkamerer: billy@assemble.co.za   @billybobza